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UNIT 
 
 
 

 
Objectives 
 

 
On Completion of this unit you will be able to − 
 

• talk about past events  
• use sometime adverbs such as 'yesterday', last years, etc.  
• make statements, questions and answers with past actions  
• recognise and use past simple and progressive tenses in reading and writing 
• answer some questions about yourself using past tenses  
• answer some question about yourself using past tenses  
 
 
 
Overview  
 
Lesson 1 :  Yesterday  
 
Lesson 2 :  A Writer  
 
Lesson 3 :  A Story  
 
Lesson 4 :  Revision and Test  
 
ANSWER KEY  
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Yesterday   
 

 
 

 
LESSON 

 

 
A 
 

Look at the picture and read the passage.  
 

 
Today is Saturday. Hasan is getting ready for work early today. Yesterday 
was Friday. Hasan got up late. He ate rice and fish curry for breakfast and 
put on his best clothes − a blue shirt and brown trousers.  

Hasan never goes to his shop on Fridays. So he went to the bus stop and 
took a bus to Dhaka. Hasan reached Dhaka at 10 am. At first he went to 
his friend Jahid at Azimpur. Jahid was not at home at that time. However, 
he soon came back with a lot of shopping.  

Hasan and Jahid drank some tea and went to New Market. There Hasan 
bought a sari for his mother and a punjabi for his father. He chose a yellow 
T-shirt for Rafiq. But Jahid did not like the colour. So they finally bought 
a red T-shirt for Rafiq.  
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B 
 

Read and note.  
 

1.  Verb forms  
 

Present form (always, now, etc.) Past form (yesterday, last week, 
etc.)  

He/She I/We/You/They He/She/I/We/You/They 
gets  get got  
eats eat ate 
wears  wear wore 
goes  go went  
takes  take took 
reaches  reach reached 
comes come came 
drinks  drink drank 
buys  buy bought  
chooses choose chose 
 
2. Making Questions  

 
Look at these statements, questions and answers.  

Statement : Hasan got up late.  
Question : Did Hasan get up late ?  
Answer  : Yes, he did.  
Statement  : Jahid was not at home.  
Question  : Was Jahid at home ?  
Answer : No, he wasn't.  
 
We begin this type of questions (G wZb aiábi c÷kú) with Did, Was, Were, 
Had etc. and we answer them with Yes or No. They are Yes / No 
questions.  
 

 
Look at these statements and questions again.  

 

Statement : Hasan wore his best clothes.  
Question : What did Hasan wear ?  

Statement : Hasan went to Dhaka.  
Question : Where did Hasan go ?  
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We begin this type of questions with What, Where, When, How, Why 
etc. They are Wh-questions.  
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Make both Yes / No and Wh-questions from these statements and then 
answer them. Use information from the passage in A.  
1 Statement : Yesterday was Friday.  
 Question : Was yesterday Friday ? (Yes / No)  
 Answer : Yes, it was.  
 Question : What was yesterday ? (Wh-)  
 Answer  : It was Friday.  
 

2 Statement : Hasan ate rice and fish curry.  
 Question : Did Hasan eat ....................... ? 
 Answer : Yes, he did.  
    or  
 Question : What did Hasan eat ? 
 Answer : Hasan ate rice and fish curry.  
 

3 Statement : Hasan went to the bus stop.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

4 Statement : Hasan reached Dhaka at 10 am.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

5 Statement : Jahid did a lot of shopping.   
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

6 Statement : Hasan and Jahid drank some milk.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

7 Statement : They went to New Market.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

8 Statement : Hasan bought a sari for his aunt. 
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

9 Statement : He bought a punjabi for his father.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

10 Statement : Hasan chose a yellow T-shirt for Rafiq.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
 

11 Statement : Jahid did not like the colour.  
 Question : ......................................................... ? 
 Answer : ......................................................... . 
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D  
Yesterday Salma did the things in Box A and did not do the things in Box 
B. Make sentences like the example. Use but of and to join the two 
sentences.  
 

A B 
1 eat a banana drink coffee  
2 watch TV listen to the radio 
3 write a letter to a friend  visit her other friend 
4 stay at home  do her home work 
5 do her homework  work in the garden  
6 read a story  read her textbooks  
7 help her mother with the cooking  go to the cinema  
8 play badminton in the afternoon  play with her friend  
 
Example :  
1 Yesterday Salma ate a banana but she did not drink coffee.  
2 .................................................................................. . 
3 .................................................................................. . 
4 .................................................................................. . 
5 .................................................................................. . 
6 .................................................................................. . 
7 .................................................................................. . 
8 .................................................................................. . 

 
E 
Write about five things you did and five things you did not do yesterday.  
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A Writer   
 

 

 
 

LESSON 
 
 
A 
 

Read this passage about Nousher Ali.  

 
Mr Nousher Ali was born in 1938 in a village in Mymensingh. As a child 
he was healthy and happy. He went to school at the age of 7. He passed the 
Matriculation Examination when he was 17. Then he joined a college in 
town. He did his BA degree at 21 and in the same year he got a job in a 
bank. Mr Ali married two years later. Within five or six years he became a 
very successful clerk at the bank. However, he did not like the job. In 1971 
he left the bank and took a teaching job. Soon he became a good teacher. 
He taught for 15 years at the same school. Then he left teaching and 
became a writer. He writes novels and short stories. Now he is a famous 
writer.  
 

B 

 
Read and Note.  
We can express past actions with the following phrases :  
 

in 1938 / in 19___ at the age of 7 / at 7 / when he / she was 17 
in the same year  : GKB eQái  
two years later  : ỳB eQi cái 
for 15 years  : 15 eQi aái 
was born  : Rb•M÷nY KáiwQájb 
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healthy  : Ø^vØí®evb 
Matriculation Examination  : eZ©gváb c÷PwjZ SSC cix∂vi mgvb 
within five or six years : cuvP ev Qq eQáii gáa®  
successful clerk : mdj KiwYK 
however  : hvB ÜnvK, hv ÜnvK 
teaching job  : wk∂KZv  
successful  : mv_©K 
taught  : (pt of teach) cwoáqáQb; wk∂KZv KáiáQb 
writer  : ÜjLK 
novel  : Dcb®vm  
short story : ÜQvU MÌ  
 
C 

 
There are four answers to each question / statement. Out of these four, 
only one answer is right / correct. Select the right answer and put a tick 
mark ( ) against it. No. 1 is done for you.  
 

1 When did Nousher Ali go to school ?  
 a In 1938. 
     b When he was 7.  
 c At the age of 17.  
 d When he was a child.  
 

2 Nousher Ali got a job in a bank  
 a after he passed the Matriculation Examination.  
 b when he was 17.  
 c at the age of 21.  
 d before he did his BA.  
 

3 When did Nousher Ali marry ?  
 a When he was 23.  
 b At the age of 21.  
 c While he was a successful clerk at a bank.  
 d Before he got a job at a bank.  
 

4 Nousher Ali left teaching 
 a in 1971.  
 b before he became a bank clerk.  
 c in 1986.  
 d when he did not like the job.  
 

5 Why did he leave teaching ?  
 a To become a writer.  
 b To become a bank clerk.  
 c He did not like teaching.  
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 d He retired from teaching.  
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D 
Here are some events (NUbv) in the life of Mr Nesar Ahmed. Using these 
events (GB NUbv∏ájv e®envi Kái) describe Mr Nesar Ahmed as shown in the 
example.  
 

 Year Event  Age Description 
1. 1948 bron in a small town  Example : Mr Nesar 

Ahmed was born in a 
small town in 1948.  

2.  started school 6 He started school when he 
was 6. 

3.  left school  16  
4. 3 years later  shop assistant   
5.  married  25  
6. 1975 had a daughter   
7. 1 year later  a job in a 

departmental store in 
Dhaka  

  

8. the same 
year 

took his family to 
Dhaka  

  

9. 1985 opened a book store    
 
E 
Try to remember (ØßiY Kiv) some important events that happened in your 
life from age 9. Then describe what happened and when.  
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A Story  
 

 

 
 

LESSON 
 

 
 
A 
 

Read the questions and then read the passage and answer the questions.  
1 Who was Hazrat Omar (R) ?  
2 Where did he usually go at night and why ?  
3 What did he see in the hut one night ?  
4 How did he help the woman ?  
 

One evening Hasan told a story to his cousins − Runa and Rashed. Here is 
the story :  

Hazrat Omar (R) was a great Caliph of the Muslim world. He was a kind-
hearted and just ruler.  

Usually he went round different places at night to see for himself the 
conditions of his people. He did it in disguise.  

One night the Caliph was walking along as usual. Suddenly he heard some 
noise while he was passing by a hut. He went neat the hut and found that 
some children were sitting around a big pot. Their mother was cooking 
something in the pot. The children were hungry and they were crying for 
food. "What are you cooking?" the Caliph asked. The woman looked at his 
face helplessly and did not say anything. Then the Caliph found out that 
there was no food inside the pot. She was just boiling water. He was very 
sorry. He quickly came back to the 'National Store", took a bag of flour and 
carried it himself to the woman.  

"Thank you, stranger", said the woman. "Thank you for your help. The 
Caliph should be as kind as you." In fact, the woman did not know that the 
stranger was the Caliph himself.  
 
B 

 
Read and note.  
Caliph  : Lwjdv  
just  : b®vqcivqY 
ruler  : kvmbKZ©v 
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to see for himself : wbáRB Ü`Lvi Rb® 
condition : AeØív 
in disguise  : QŸáeák 
as usual : h_vixwZ 
hut : KuzáoNi  
helplessly : Amnvqfváe 
boil : R°vj Ü`qv, Üm◊ Kiv 
National Store : RvZxq fv vi  
flour : AvUv, gq`v 
stranger : AvMöëK 
 
C 
Read these sentences carefully.  
 

1 The Caliph was walking alone.  
2 The children were sitting around a big pot.  
 

The verbs in bold express (c÷Kvk Kái) that some action in the past (AZxZ) was 
continuing (PjwQj) for sometime. This is the past continuous tense.  
 

Notice the verb form :  
 

Subject verb form  
I / He / She / Kamal was walking.  
We / You / They / the children were walking.  

 
Now make a sentence from each group of words. Put the verb in the past 
continuous form. No. 3 is done for you.  
 

3 My parents / watch / TV / 10 pm.  
 My parents were watching TV at 10 pm.  
4 Kamal / write / a letter / to his friend  
 ..................................................................... .  
5 Shahana / cook / breakfast / 6.30 am 
 ..................................................................... .  
6 Mr Ali and his son / work / in the garden / 9 am 
 ..................................................................... .  
7 The child / sleep / in the cot 
 ..................................................................... .  
8 The boys / play football / afternoon 
 ..................................................................... .  
9 Mr Rahman / read / a newspaper / on the verandah  
 ..................................................................... .  
10 Salma and Nazma / listen to / a song / on the radio  
 ..................................................................... .  
11 Some people / wait / on the platform / for the 10.30 train 
 ..................................................................... .  
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D 

 
Read the sentence carefully.  
 

1 He heard some noise when he was passing by a hut.  
 

j∂ Ki“b, GB eváK® `yáUv KvR AZxáZ NáUáQ| GKwU KvR (he heard) Ükl náq ÜMáQ, 
AváiKwU KvR (he was passing) AZxáZ wKQy∂Y aái PjwQj| c÷_gwUáZ past simple Avi 
wÿZxqwUáZ past continuous e®e¸Z náqáQ| 
 
Now put the right form of the verbs in brackets (past simple or past 
continuous). No 2 is done for you.  
 
2 I _______ (have) tea when my friend _____ (come)  
    I was having tea when my friend came.  
3 The Caliph ______ (find) that the children ______ (sit) around a pot.  
 .................................................................................... . 
4 I ______ (take) a photograph of her while she ____ (dance).  
 .................................................................................... . 
5 The Caliph ______ (see) the children in the hut. They _____ (cry).  
 .................................................................................... . 
6 He ______ (ride) a bicycle when the accident ____ (happen).  
 .................................................................................... . 
7 The phone _____ (ring) when I ___ (eat) breakfast.  
 .................................................................................... . 
8 She ______ (fall) asleep last night when she ______ (watch) TV.  
 .................................................................................... . 
9 He ______ (break) the spade when he _____ (work) in the garden.  
 .................................................................................... . 
10 The plate _____ (slip) out of her hand and _____ (break) while she 

__________ (do) the washing up. (evmbáKvmb Üavqv) 

 .................................................................................... . 
11 Last night I _______ (write) a letter to my friend Kamal when I 

______ (hear) a knock on the door. I _____ (open) the door and saw it 
______ (be) Kamal.  

 .................................................................................... . 
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Revision and Test   
 

 

 
 

LESSON 

 

 

 
 
A 
Look at each picture and answer the question : "What did Kamal do 
yesterday?" No. 1 is done for you.  

 
1  Kamal cleaned the car.    2  He ................................ 

 
3  .....................................   4  ..................................... 

 
5  .....................................   6  ..................................... 
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7  .....................................     8  ..................................... 

 
9  .....................................      10 ..................................... 
 

B 
The following table shows some events in the life of Sher-e-Bangla A. K. 
Fazlul Huq with the years they took place. Make a sentence for each event. 
No. 1 is done for you.  
wbáPi QáK Ükái-evsjv G. ÜK. dRjyj náKi Rxeábi wKQy NUbv Ges Üh eQi Üm∏ájv NáUáQ Zv 
Ü`Lvábv náqáQ| c÷áZ®K NUbv m¤úáK© GKwU Kái evK® iPbv Ki“b|  
 

 Event  Year   
1 birth at Chakhar 1873 He was born in 

1873 at Chakhar. 
2 Entrance Examination from Barisal 

Zilla School  
1889  

3 F. A. Examination from Presidency 
College, Calcutta 

1891  

4 M A in mathematics 1895  
5 first Muslim Mayor of the Calcutta 

Corporation  
1934  

6 Chief Minister of undivided Bengal  1937  
7 Governor of former East Pakistan from 1956 

to 1958 
 

8 founder of many educational 
institutions  

during his 
life-time 

 

9 death at Dhaka Medical College 
Hospital 

1962  
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C 
Fill in the gaps with the right form of the verbs in brackets.  
Some years ago my friend Majed and I (go) .....1.... to see a film at the 
Modhumita Cinema Hall. When we (reach) .....2..... the Hall we find 
.....3..... that many people (stand) .....4..... in the queue (jvBb) for tickets. 
However, we (get) .....5..... two more expensive tickets from a different 
counter. It (be) .....6..... an old film called "Gone with the Wind". I (enjoy) 
.....7..... the film very much. But Majed (not/like) .....8..... it so much. He 
always (like) .....9..... comic films. Anyway, when the show (be) .....10..... 
over it (rain) ......11..... . So we (not/go) .....12.... out, because there (be) 
.....13..... no rickshaws on the road. Some people (go) .....14..... to the 
restaurant there for tea. We (decide) .....15..... to have some tea too.  
 
D 
Answer these questions about yourself, first orally then in writing.  
1 What did you do yesterday evening ?  
2 Where did you do ?  
3 Why did you do it ?  
4 What time did you start ?  
5 What time did you finish ?  
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ANSWER 
 

 
LESSON : 1 

 
 

C 

2 Q  Did Hasan eat rice and fish curry ?  
 A Yes, he did.  
 
3 Q Did Hasan go to the bus stop ?  
 A Yes, he did.  
           or 
 Q Where did Hasan go ?  
 A To the bus stop.  
 
4 Q Did Hasan reach Dhaka at 9 am ?  
 A No, he didn't. (He reached Dhaka at 10 am) 
         or  
 Q When did Hasan reach Dhaka ?  
 A At 10 am. 
 
5 Q Did Jahid do a lot of shopping ?  
 A Yes, he did.  
     or  
 Q What did Jahid do ?  
 A He did a lot of shopping. 
 
6 Q Did Hasan and Jahid drink some milk ?  
 A No, they didn't.  
       or  
 Q What did Hasan and Jahid drink ?  
 A Some tea.  
 
7 Q Did they go to New Market ?  
 A Yes, they did.  
     or  
 Q Where did they go ?  
 A To New Market.  
 
8 Q Did Hasan buy a sari for his aunt ?  
 A No, he didn't.  
      or  
 Q What did Hasan buy for his aunt ?  
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 A Nothing. (He bought a sari for his mother.)  
 
9 Q Did he buy a punjabi for his father ?  
 A Yes, he did.  
      or 
 Q What did he buy for his father ?  
 A A pubjabi.  
 
10 Q Did Hasan choose a yellow T-shirt for Rafiq ?  
 A Yes, he did.  
      or 
 Q What did Hasan choose for Rafiq ?  
 A A yellow T-shirt. (He chose a yellow T-shirt for Rafiq.) 
 
D 

2 Yesterday Salma watched TV but she didn't listen to the radio.  
3 Yesterday she wrote a letter to a friend but she did not visit her other 

friend.  
4 Yesterday she stayed at home but she didn't do her homework.  
5 Yesterday she did her homework but she did not work in the garden.  
6 Yesterday she read a story book but she did not read her textbooks.  
7 Yesterday she helped her mother with the cooking but she didn't go to 

the cinema.  
8 Yesterday she played badminton in the afternoon but she didn't play 

with her friend. 
 

E 

Write the answers and show them to your tutor.  
 

 
LESSON : 2 

 
 

C 
2 c     3 a     4c    5 a  
 
D 
2 He started school at the age of 6. (or He started school when he was 

6.)  
3 He left school when he was 16.  
4 He became a shop assistant 3 years later.  
5 He married at 25.  
6 He had a daughter in 1975.  
7 One year later he got a job in a departmental store in Dhaka.  
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8 In the same year he took his family to Dhaka.  
9 He opened a book store in 1985.  
 
E 
Describe the events that happened in your life and show it to your tutor.  
 
LESSON : 3 

 
 

A 
1 Hazrat Omar (R) was a great Caliph.  
2 He usually went round the houses of his people at night to see their 

conditions for himself.  
3 One night he saw some children in a hut with their mother.  
4 He gave her a bag of flour.  
 
C 
4 Kamal was writing a letter to his friend.  
5 Sahana was cooking breakfast at 6.30 am.  
6 Mr Ali and his son were working in the garden at 9 am.  
7 The child was sleeping in the cot.  
8 The boys were playing football in the afternoon.  
9 Mr Rahman was reading a newspaper on the verandah.  
10 Salma and Nazma were listening to a song on the radio.  
11 Some people were waiting on the platform for the 10.30 train.  
 
D 
3 found, were sitting  
4 took, was dancing 
5 saw,  were crying 
6 was riding, happened  
7 rang, was eating 
8 fell, was watching 
9 broke, was working  
10 slipped, broke, was doing 
11 was writing, heard, opened, was  
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LESSON :4 
 

 

A 
2 He wrote a letter.  
3 He watched TV. 
4 he talked on the phone.  
5 he read a magazine.  
6 he listened to the radio.  
7 He played football.  
8 He drew a picture.  
9 He rode his bicycle.  
10 He typed a letter.  
 
B 
2 Sher-e-Bangla A. K. Fazlul Huq passed the Entrance Examination 

from Barisal Zilla School in 1889.  
3 He passed the F. A. Examination from Presidency College, Calcutta in 

1891.  
4 He did his M A in mathematics in 1895.  
5 He became the first Muslim Mayor of the Calcutta Corporation in 

1934.  
6 He became the Chief Minister of undivided Bengal in 1937.  
7 He was Governor of former East Pakistan from 1956 to 1958.  
8 He was founder of many educational institutions during his life-time.  
9 He died at Dhaka Medical College Hospital in 1962.  
 
C 
1 went 2 reached 
3 found 4 were standing 
5 got 6 was 
7 enjoyed 8 did not like 
9 likes 10 was  
11 was raining 12 did not go (didn't go)  
13 were 14 were going 
15 decided  
 
D 
Write the answers and show them to your tutor.  
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